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Compliance concerns
Following the April 2018 joint-agency compliance trip a number of vessels failed to produce clean
vessel passes, and in particular localvessels. Of the 30 vessels, none had breached the clean vessel
standards of the Fiordland Marine Regional Pathway Plan (Pathways Plan), however, only 14 could
produce a clean vessel pass.

Follow ups
All of those vessels that failed to produce a clean vessel pass received letters and information
regarding the Pathways Plan including how and where to apply. Three of the charter vessels

inspected had passes, however, the skippers at the time of inspection were unaware whether or not
they had them. Since receiving educational material, six other vessels have since applied for a pass.
There are still a few outstanding to date.
B

iosecurity compl iance

Notices of direction are one of the main tools used by regional councils to require offenders to take
action to remove pests or take action to prevent the spread of pests. lf NODs are not complied with,
councils can undertake this work on default to resolve the problem. NODs are useful for when a pest
is present or there is significant risk of a pest being present and requiring the owner or operator to
take action to address this. However, NODs aren't the best tool for when vessel owners don't have a

clean vessel pass.

Another option and is cost-recovery- cost-recovery and education (as outlined in the Pathway Plan
Operational Plan) is the compliance action to be taken for multiple minor infringements (i.e. no clean
vessel pass, but meets the clean vessel standards). The operational plan has now been updated to
cost-recover with the Councils minimum biosecurity enforcement administration fee of S150.00 for
those failing to produce a clean vessel pass without a reasonable excuse. Full cost-recovery of the
inspection and administration is the compliance tool for those vessels that exceed any of the clean
vessel standards, and major breaches of the standards will receive similar penalties, plus the
potential for prosecution.
The lastoption for minoroffences is the infringement process which is an instant deterrent and
therefore very effective in increasing the rate of compliance. The infringement procedure enables
offences of the least relative significance to be processed swiftly, efficiently and inexpensively. The

Biosecurity Act 1993 provides for infringement notices, however, regional councils are not currently
able to issue infringement notices because there are no regulations in place that allow this. Work is
ongoing by the Biosecurity Working Group to have these regulations put in place for Pest, Pathway
and Small-scale Management Plans. lf successful, infringement notices would be the ideal
compliance tool for minor breaches of the Pathway Plan i.e. fining those that do not hold a current
clean vessel pass. Timeframe on this project is expected to be one year.
ln addition to formal compliance, a greater effort is needed to publicise and engage users with the
requirements of the Pathway Plan and the risk of marine biosecurity in generalfor Fiordland. lt is
hoped thatthis will be achieved through additionaloperational activities, and taking more
opportunities to engage with user groups.

Super yaclrts and the Americas Cup
Contact has been made with all known New Zealand super yacht agents. Two of these agents appear
to have the market share for cruising yachts and are already fully booked for the Americas Cup
period. lt is expected that we will see yachts entering New Zealand January 2020 and will remain
through to June 2O2L and fully cruising NZ in the summer months.
has developed a good relationship with both of these main agents since initiation of the Fiordland
Pathway Plan and familiar with requirements and to date vessels have undertaken haul out and
antifoul leading up to Fiordland trips, and hull inspections <10 days prior to departure for the area by
dive contractors and backed up with photos.
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Annual report
An annual reporton the Pathway Plan operational plan is due by November 2018which will be made
public. The Fiordland Marine Guardians can expect to receive prior or for the next meeting.

